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Bridging the short-term and long-term dynamics of economic structural change 

James McNerney,1, * Yang Li,1 Andrés Gómez-Liévano, 1 and Frank Neffke1, 2 

1Center for International Development, Kennedy School of Government, 
Harvard University, Cambridge MA 02139, USA 

2Complexity Science Hub Vienna, Vienna, Austria 

In the short-term, economies shift preferentially into new activities that are related to ones they 
currently do. Such a tendency should have implications for the nature of an economy’s long-term 
development as well. We explore these implications using a dynamical network model of an economy’s 
movement into new activities. First, we theoretically derive a pair of coordinates that summarize 
long-term structural change. One coordinate captures overall ability across activities, the other 
captures an economy’s composition. Second, we show empirically how these two measures intuitively 
summarize a variety of facts of long-term economic development. Third, we observe that our measures 
resemble complexity metrics, though our route to these metrics differs significantly from previous 
ones. In total, our framework represents a dynamical approach that bridges short- and long-term 
descriptions of structural change, and suggests how different branches of economic complexity analysis 
could potentially fit together in one framework. 

The prosperity of an economy is closely tied to the eco
nomic activities it can develop1 . Whereas places like Sili
con Valley, the city of London, and the country of Japan 
pursue diverse and profitable activities, other places strug
gle to shift out of a narrow range of activities with low 
economic returns. Working to understand why, recent 
research has emphasized that economic diversification typ
ically entails shifts into activities that are related to ones 
that are already in place. This tendency has been corrob
orated in research on the growth of industry clusters2,3, 
and on related diversification by individuals4,5, firms6–8 , 
regions9–13 , and countries14–16 . Recently these phenom
ena have been referred to collectively as the Principle of 
Relatedness17 . 

-
-

-

-

-

-

We interpret the Principle of Relatedness (PoR) as 
a stylized empirical regularity of short-term structural 
change. We then use it to explore implications for how 
economies would be expected to develop over longer pe
riods of time. Our strategy is as follows. We define a 
dynamical model that implements the PoR, using as a 
guide the mathematical structure of empirical regression 
setups that test this principle in the literature. We then 
follow a standard recipe: We exploit the linear structure 
of these models, and analyze our model using eigenmode 
decomposition. As in any dynamical system, each dynam
ical mode in our diversification model has a characteristic 
time scale. A well-appreciated point is that system-
changes over long times are dominated by the modes 
characterized by the longest time scales. Applying this 
general principle of dynamical systems to our PoR-based 
model, we focus on the two slowest modes of activity 
transitions expected under our theory. Projecting an 
economy onto these eigenmodes then yields coordinates, 
which describe where the economy is situated along these 
axes of change. These coordinates summarize the main 
features of an economy’s activity basket in a way that is 
especially suited to describing how this basket changes 
over long periods of time. 

-

-
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Interestingly, the modes of change that we focus on 
have simple interpretations. One corresponds to an aver-
age increase in an economy’s ability across many different 
activities. We show empirically that it is associated with 
increases in the economy’s diversity. The other mode 
of change corresponds to a compositional shift in the 
activity basket: It quantifies how the relative importance 
of activities changes vis-à-vis one another. 

To gain further understanding, we apply this frame-
work in the empirical setting of country export baskets. 
In particular, we summarize 50 years’ worth of high-
dimensional change in the global export economy in a 
2D plane. The axes of this plane correspond to the two 
slowest eigenmodes, and coordinate pairs in this plane 
depict the export economy of individual countries. One 
coordinate tracks the general ability level of a country 
across activities, the other tracks information about activ
ity composition. We find that the dominant movements 
we empirically observe in this plane are intuitive and 
consistent with classic observations about economic de
velopment. For instance, the second eigenmode captures 
a shift out of agriculture and into manufacturing. Con
sequently, simultaneous movements along the first and 
second eigenmode correspond to a well-documented pat
tern of development in which countries simultaneously 
diversify into new products while shifting into manufac
tured goods (e.g.18,19). 

-

-

-

-

-

Surprisingly, these coordinates turn out to be closely 
related to complexity metrics that have been proposed 
in recent years 20–26. In particular, the compositional 
mode of change described above is closely related to mea
sures known as the Product Complexity Index (PCI) and 
Economic Complexity Index (ECI)20,27–29 . While our dy
namical theory leads to quantities that closely resemble 
the PCI and ECI, the corresponding quantities in our 
dynamical theory, PCI* and ECI*, have rather different 
mathematical and conceptual underpinnings. First, the 
ECI and PCI have been motivated by discussions of how 
information about the productive knowledge, sophistica
tion, or diversity of capabilities that different products 
require and different economies possess can be inferred 

-

-

-
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by observing what economic activities are performed 
where. However, in our framework, an eigenvector whose 
elements resemble the PCIs emerges for conceptually dif
ferent reasons: It describes a pattern of activity shifts 
that takes economies an especially long time to execute. 
The associated coordinate, in turn, expresses how far 
a country has progressed in executing these shifts, and 
turns out to closely resemble the ECI in functional form 
and to strongly correlate with it numerically. Second, the 
conventional PCI and ECI can be seen as interdependent 
metrics30 and their mathematical definitions are mirror 
images of one another. In our approach, in contrast, PCI* 
and ECI* have distinct characters: The PCI*s take on 
collective meaning as describing a pattern or direction of 
economic change, and the ECI* of any economy individ
ually captures its progress in this direction. We discuss 
these differences further, as well as empirical relation
ships between our coordinates and complexity metrics 
more generally, including country Fitness21 , Production 
Ability25 , and GENEPY26 . We observe that existing 
complexity metrics fall into two groups that correlate 
strongly with the two coordinates expected by our the
ory, with one set of quantities emphasizing the diversity 
of economic activities, and the other set of quantities 
emphasizing their composition. 

-

-

-

-

I. BACKGROUND 

A widespread finding about the geography of economic 
activity is that particular activities tend to coincide in 
the same places. These patterns are often intuitive; a 
city, region, or country that makes cloth garments, for 
example, is also likely to make other textiles (e.g. knitted 
garments). Such activities are said to be related and 
various measures of relatedness have been developed. For 
concreteness, we focus on relatedness between exported 
products as inferred from the co-occurrence of these prod
ucts in the export baskets of countries. Studies typically 
begin by measuring activity in a product using the Bal
assa index of revealed comparative advantage (RCA)31 , 
Rcp = acp/ap, where acp is the share of country c’s ex
ports devoted to product p, and ap is the share of p in 
world exports. RCAs are often treated as measures of 
inferred ability in a product32,33, and these quantities 
have also been used to characterize ability in activities 
besides exports (where the meanings of acp and ap are 
adjusted appropriately). Here we follow suit though it 
is not an intrinsic requirement of our model to measure 
ability this way. 

-

-

-

The relatedness, or proximity, of products p and p' 

is then computed by a measure of similarity between 
the p and p' columns of the matrix R = [Rcp]. Thus, p 
and p' are estimated to be highly related if high ability 
in p frequently co-occurs with high ability in p' across 
locations. For example, Hidalgo et al. (2007)15 say that a 
country has significant ability in a product if its RCA in 
the product exceeds 1, and then compute the conditional 
probability Qpp'  that country c has an RCA greater than

ph&fax 
ph&fax 

FIG. 1. Network representation of relatedness between ex
ported products, computed from aM 

' pp a min(Q  pp' , Qp' p) (see 

text) using UN Comtrade data36 . 

-

1 in good p given that it also satisfies this condition for p' . 
The proximity between products p and p' is then taken 
to be the lesser of the two conditional probabilities Qpp' 

and Q M a p' p: a min(Qpp' , Qp ' pp )' p . These proximities 
are dominated by small values and sparse in high values, 
motivating network representations of aM (Fig. 1). 

Crucially, changes in an economy’s activities are 
predicted by the structure of proximities, such that 
economies shift preferentially into activities that are re
lated to ones they do already. Studies show that the 
development of high ability in an exported product tends 
to be preceded by high ability in nearby products15 . A 
typical regression setup11,13,34,35 to explore this effect 
takes future ability in a product p to be a function of 
the density around it. This is defined as the average 
ability that an economy has in other products, with each 
product weighted by its proximity to p: 

a a
Rp(t+ 1) ~ pp'

b1Rp(t) + b2 a Rp'(t). (1)
p' p a'' pp''

-

An alternate setup16 contains two steps, with ability in 
product p first regressed on density in the same time pe
riod, establishing the existence of systematic correlations 
in which economic activities co-occur. The residuals from 
this regression are then used to forecast appearances of 
comparative advantage in future time periods. Combin
ing two such regressions analytically will also lead to an 
expression of the form of Eq. (1). Empirical support 
for the density terms in these regressions has bolstered 
the idea that relatedness measures capture underlying 
similarities in activities that make some transitions easier 
to achieve than others, influencing the direction in which 
an economy develops. 

-

-
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II. RESULTS 

A. PoR as a dynamical model 

The PoR suggests that diversification to new activities 
can be described as a process of spreading on a network 
of activities. A given economy has various levels of ability 
in different activities, which are given by the elements of 
a vector R(t). We refer to this as the economy’s activity 
basket. These abilities evolve as the economy improves 
or shifts into new parts of the network. Using Eq. (1) as 
a guide, a simple model of this spreading process is 

a
1

Ṙ(t) = (t)R(t) − LaR(t), (2)
a 

where a(t) is an arbitrary growth rate, La is a graph 
Laplacian, and a is a time scale. The two terms in Eq. 
(2) captured two kinds of changes: An economy’s abilities 
can (generally) rise or fall as a whole, and they can also 
shift to weight activities differently, changing which ones 
receive the most emphasis. 

The Laplacian term captures an implicit choice of 
empirical specifications for the PoR as instances of con
sensus dynamics. The Laplacian La captures the struc
ture of the network and governs shifts between activities, 
taking the form ~ − La = I a where ~a is a proximity 
matrix whose rows have been normalized to sum to 1, 
~ app' = app' / app'' 

p  '' . With this assumption, a discrete-

time approximation of Eq. (2) in index form reads 

a

Rp(t+at)−Rp(t)

at 
~


1 a

~a(t)Rp(t) +  app'Rp'(t)
a

p

−Rp(t) . (3)
'

In this form our dynamical model is more easily compared 
with the regression setups that test for the PoR in the 
literature. Ability in activity p changes between the 
periods t and t + at in a way that depends on ability in 
nearby proPducts. When the average ability in activities 
around ~ p ( app' Rp' 

p (t))'  exceeds that in p itself (Rp (t)), 
ability in p rises. In addition, abilities can rise or fall as 
a whole, and this is captured by the term a(t)Rp(t). 

Integrating Eq. (2) over time leads to the expression 

R(t) = A(t)P (t)R(0), (4) 

where the dynamics captured by the two terms in Eq. (2) 
are now captured by the scalar prefactor A(t) and the 

matrix P (t). The prefactor 
R t 

A(t) a e a(s) ds
0 is a shift 

factor that captures the accumulated growth in overall 
ability up to time t, scaling the R vector up or down 
as a whole. The matrix P (t) = e−La(t/a) is a stochastic 
matrix that transforms R, changing the relative emphasis 
on different activities over time. 

Implementing this model involves some practical 
considerations. First, RCAs are commonly trans
formed non-linearly to weaken the influence of extreme 

values16,19,37,38. When we use RCAs as a measure of 
ability, we will do so as well, but note that this does 
not change the model in any fundamental way. Second, 
we need to choose how to operationalize the network of 
relatedness app' between activities. Studies have used 
a variety of alternative measures of proximity, such as 
ones based on correlations16 . Here we consider several 
options, finding similar outcomes for our results, as we 
discuss later. 

B. Eigenmode decomposition 

Dynamical models are frequently analyzed in terms 
of their dynamical modes, often called eigenmodes in 
linear models. Applying eigenmode decomposition to the 
model above sets up coordinates to describe changes in 
activity baskets over long time scales that will form the 
basis for the empirical analysis later on. Let va be the 
ath right eigenvector of La and let aa be its eigenvalue. 
Ordering eigenvalues from least to greatest, the first right 
eigenvector has a1 = 0 and is a uniform vector of real 
positive numbers. It can be taken to be a vectors of 
1s, v1 = 1. Higher-order eigenvectors (v2 and up) have 
aa > 0, and contain a mix of elements with positive and 
negative real parts.1 

The right eigenvectors of La form a basis for the vector 
space of ability vectors R(t), and as a result, one can write 
any such vector as a linear combination of eigenvectors, 

R(t) =
a

a

ca(t)va. (5)

Letting wa be the ath left eigenvector of La, the co
eÿcients ca(t) above may be computed by exploiting 
the biorthogonality of La’s left and right eigenvectors, 
w†ava = aaa : 

-

† ca(t) = w R(t). (6)a 

Proceeding with the usual steps of eigenmode decom
position, we decompose R(t) to separate different modes 
of change according to their time scales. P Plugging Eq. 
(5) into Eq. (4) gives R(t) = A(t) a

a ca(0)e −  t/ava,
where the first term contains the first eigenvector v1 = 1 
and corresponds to the fixed point of the simpler model 
R(t) = P (t)R(0) (i.e. the model with the factor A(t) 
fixed at 1). Separating the first term from other terms of 
the sum, we have 

-

 
a

R(t) = A(t)c1(0)1+ ca(0)e
−t/aava

 , (7)
aa2

1 Some eigenvectors may contain imaginary parts, but this poses 
no special difficulties in interpreting modes. These eigenvectors 
occur in complex conjugate pairs and can be summed in pairs 
so that imaginary parts cancel (see Supplementary Material). 
In practice though none of the eigenvectors we are interested in 
here contain imaginary components. 

-
-

a

a

a

a

a
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where we defined aa a/aa. a 
Eq. (7) describes the following behavior. First, ne

glecting the effect of the shift factor A(t), the activity 
basket of a region eventually converges to a uniform vec
tor c1(0)1. In this state, the region has equal ability in 
all products. On its way to this state, the basket shows 
higher ability in some products and lower ability in oth
ers. Each eigenvector va describes a specific pattern of 
deviations from the long-term steady state situation in 
which all activities are equally important. Since each 

eigenvector v a a for a 2 satisfies w†1va = 0, where w1 

has only positive elements, each such eigenvector neces
sarily has some elements that are positive and others that 
are negative. Each of these patterns of deviation decays 
with time at the rate set by aa, the characteristic time 
scale of the ath eigenmode. If the pre-factor A(t) were 
fixed and equal to 1, then a region would be destined to 
have ability c1(0) in every product. However, letting A(t) 
change over time, the final level of ability in products 
can be arbitrarily high or low. 

-

-

-

-

C. A coordinate system for activity baskets 

To probe the long-term implications of the PoR for 
structural change, we now focus on the first two eigenvec
tors of the expansion, i.e. the two eigenvectors associated 
with dynamics on the longest time scales. Absorbing the 
coeÿcient c1(0) into A(t), and defining the coeÿcient 
b a (t) c2(0)e −t/a2 , the longest-lived dynamics of R(t) are 
described by the two leading terms of the eigenexpansion: 

-

R(t) ~ A(t)1 + A(t)b(t)v2. (8) 

Here, the coeÿcients A(t) and b(t) have simple interpre
tations. A shift in A(t) corresponds to a region realizing 
a uniform change in its abilities across activities. A shift 
in b(t) corresponds to a compositional shift. Some ac
tivities rise in ability and others fall, as determined by 
the signs and magnitudes of entries in v2. Together, 
these coordinates situate the activity basket R(t) in a 
2D space. 

-

-

To further interpret the A(t) coordinate, let a = w1 

be the first left eigenvector of La, normalized so that its 
elements sum to 1, and note that R̄(t) = aT R(t) defines 
a weighted average of the abilities of a region. Again ex
ploiting the biorthogonality of left and right eigenvectors, 
it can be shown (see Supplementary Information) that 
A(t) is equal to this average: 

-

¯A(t) = R(t) a aT R(t). (9) 

For this reason, we refer to A(t) as the average ability 
coordinate. 

To further interpret the b(t) coordinate, note that the 
RCA vector conveys two kinds of information about an 
economy’s activities: It conveys information about the 
relative mix or composition of activities, and information 
about ability levels. Arguably, a more obvious way to 
study an economy’s activity basket would be to examine 

its shares of output in each activity, but unlike shares, 
RCAs are not constrained to sum to 1. An economy 
can have large RCAs in many activities, signaling that 
it is good at many things, or have many small RCAs. 
Factoring out an economy’s average ability A(t) from 
the vector R(t) gives a normalized version of this vector, 
r(t), that only characterizes the composition of activities: 
r(t) a R(t)/A(t). Dividing any of Eqs. (4), (7), or 
(8) by A(t) leads to a nearly identical equation for r(t) 
where the factor A(t) is absent. In particular, dividing 
Eq. (8) by A(t) gives r(t) ~ 1 + b(t)v2, showing that b(t) 
characterizes the deviation of the compositional vector 
r(t) from a uniform vector. 

D. Evolution of country exports baskets 

To explore how these coordinates behave in a practical 
setting, we apply them to the evolution of countries’ 
export baskets in the world economy, using UN Comtrade 
data36 from 249 regions over the period 1962 - 2018. This 
exercise summarizes country development by two simple 
statistics. 

RCAs are commonly transformed to mitigate the influ
ence of extreme values, and here we transform the heavy
tailed RCAs using the function g ~ (R) log(1 + R/R0) 
(see Supplementary Information). We tune the parameter 
R0 such that it maximizes the amount of variance that 
the b coordinate can explain across time and countries. 
We then calculate for each country c and time t the RCA 
vector Rc(t) on this transformed scale and use these 
vectors to compute the A and b coordinates. 

-
-

Figs. 2a-b depict country income and export diversity 
as functions of A and b. For reasons that will become 
clear in the next section, we also refer to b as ECI* in 
this graph. Plotting income and diversity this way allows 
us to ask how each of these variables vary as a function 
of one coordinate while holding the other fixed. 

Income increases with b, diversity with A. A higher 
value of the compositional coordinate b for a country’s 
export basket is associated with significantly higher GDP 
per capita (Fig. 2a). For example, holding A fixed at 0.5, 
an increase in b from -0.5 to +0.5 is associated with an 
increase from about $1500 to $30,000 (2010 US dollars 
PPP). In contrast, the association between a country’s 
average ability A and its income when holding the value 
of b fixed is weak at best. 

The situation is roughly opposite when we examine 
countries’ economic diversity in these coordinates (Fig. 
2b). The diversity of a country’s economic activity has 
been quantified with a number of measures, such as the 
Gini coeÿcient and Herfindahl-Hirschmann index (e.g.18), 
or the count of products dc in which a region c has an 
RCA greater than 1. Higher values of the average ability 
coordinate A are closely associated with greater diversity 
in a country’s export basket. Holding b fixed at 0, an 
increase in A from 0.1 to 0.9 is associated with a more-
than-10 fold rise in number of products with RCA above 
1. In contrast, when holding A fixed, a compositional 
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FIG. 2. Country export baskets plotted according to average ability (A coordinate) and composition (b coordinate), based on 
Comtrade data36 for 249 countries and regions over the period 1962 - 2018 (11,544 observations). a-b We form bins in the 2D 
plane to collect country-year observations, and compute average GDP per capita and average diversity d within each bin. White 
lines are contours of a LOWESS-smoothed surface fit to bin averages. c Positions of export baskets in 2018 of four categories 

 of economies. ‘Developing’ refers to economies on the UN’s least developed economies list39, ‘tax havens’ to non-OECD and 
non-developing countries appearing in Hines (2010)40 , and ‘resource-rich’ to economies not elsewhere categorized whose natural 
resource rent41 exceeded 5% of GDP in 2018. d Number of country-year observations in each bin. e Quiver and streamline 
plots for the average directional change over 20 years for countries beginning at different starting points in the plane. Red dots 
in the right panel follow one streamline and roughly convey the average pace of movement, though no streamline should be 
taken as a typical country trajectory; individual countries display wide variation in both direction and speed of change. 

shift towards higher levels of b is only weakly associated 
with higher export diversity. 

Different types of countries inhabit different regions 
of this coordinate system (Fig. 2c). The industrialized 
countries of the OECD are predominantly located in the 
right of the plot with relatively high values of both A 
and b, corresponding to diverse, high-income, developed 
economies. In the lower left, we find a set of undiversified 
developing economies as defined by the UN’s least devel
oped economies classification. In contrast, in the upper 
left, we see countries that are also undiversified, yet often 
have high-income. Many of these are often considered 
tax havens40 or resource-rich economies. 

-

Note that, although countries often diversify as they 
rise in income18 , the observations above do not directly 
associate higher income with higher diversity of products 
exported. Rather, they suggest that what matters more 
for a country’s GDP per capita is the composition of 
exports1 . We next explore the dynamics of countries in 
this space and probe this distinction further. 

Country development. Export baskets occupy a tri
angular region of the A-b phase plane. A particularly 
densely occupied portion of this plane is a diagonal band 
that stretches from low A and low b, to high A and 

-

above-average b (Fig. 2d). We start by focusing on 
the movement of countries whose export baskets lie in 
this band. Countries show diverse trajectories (see Sup
plementary Information). To nevertheless characterize 
broad tendencies over long periods, we group country-
year observations into bins in the A-b plane. Next, we 
examine the average direction and speed of movement 
over the next 20 years of observations that begin within 
a given bin. For expositional convenience, we summarize 
our results by referring to three regions of the plane, 
labelled Regions 1, 2, and 3 (Fig. 2e). 

-

Countries beginning in the lower part of the main di
agonal band – i.e. in Region 1 – trend over decadal time 
scales in a lower-left-to-upper-right direction. Given how 
the coordinates A and b are defined, a simultaneous in
crease in both directions corresponds to an export basket 
that simultaneously realizes two kinds of changes: (1) 
a general improvement in ability across products; (2) a 
shift in composition towards products with positive val
ues in the vector v2. These two components of movement 
are associated with different effects. The shift in the 
composition of exports captured by increasing b is (em
pirically) most directly associated with increased GDP 
per capita (Fig. 2a). In contrast, the increase in A is 
more associated with a rise in export diversity (Fig. 2b). 

-

-

-

-

Average ability coordinate A Average ability coordinate A

5
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These patterns are consistent with the idea that higher 
wealth is associated with exporting particular products, 
rather than diversification per se. Nevertheless, in prac
tice, countries in the lower part of the main diagonal 
band that succeed in reaching such products tend do so 
while simultaneously diversifying into a broad range of 
goods, including ones not associated with higher wealth. 

-

What kinds of products are involved in the vertical 
shifts that increase b? Manufacturing products very often 
have positive elements in v2, and agricultural products 
very often have negative elements. As a result, countries 
in Region 1 that traverse the length of the diagonal band 
see a broad, long-lived shift in their export baskets away 
from agricultural products and towards manufactured 
products. This shift is consistent with the long-observed 
tendency for economies to move from agriculture to man
ufacturing (and then on to services, a move that largely 
eludes trade statistics) as they develop42,43. 

-

If a country traverses the length of the diagonal band 
in Region 1 it will arrive in Region 2, where countries 
tend to be high-income, diverse, developed economies. 
Within this region, the average speed of movement is 
much lower than in Region 1. This in part owes to the 
fact that export baskets here evolve in a greater variety 
of directions, with an average directional change near 
to zero. Broadly though, countries in Region 2 (i) tend 
to sustain a high b, somewhat above 0, and (ii) move 
within a range of relatively high A values. On reaching 
Region 2, a number of countries move left toward lower 
values of A. This transformation path is consistent with 
a phenomenon in which countries see a fall in diversity 
in late stages of development18,44 . 

Finally, countries in Region 3 tend to have high income 
and low diversity. Many of these countries are abundant 
in natural resources (particularly oil) or function as tax 
havens. In this region, countries tend to move quickly 
toward lower levels of b, converging near zero. We are 
not aware of any prior observations that this movement 
corresponds to, though apparently it is diÿcult for these 
countries to sustain a high degree of specialization in 
products that load positively on the b coordinate for long 
periods of time. 

Taken together, these observations show an end-to-end 
agreement in our framework between the short-term and 
long-term in economic development. The Principle of Re
latedness describes structural change on short time-scales, 
and fine-grained levels of sectoral resolution. When we 
analyze network models that operationalize this principle, 
using the standard tools of eigenmode decomposition, we 
arrive at coordinates that should capture activity changes 
over long time-scales, and at higher levels of aggregation. 
As one would hope, observed movements of export bas
kets in these coordinates do indeed reveal long-term and 
coarse-grained descriptions of structural change that are 
consistent with well-documented stylized facts. 

-

-

E. Complexity metrics 

We have discussed that the second eigenvector v2 of 
the diversification model Eq. (2) captures the mode 
of compositional change in activities that will take an 
economy the longest time to execute. The signs and 
magnitudes of the elements of v2 convey a pattern of 
structural transformation that describes how countries 
shift in relative terms out of some activities (associated 
with the negative elements of v2), while entering others 
(the positive elements). Progress of a country along this 
direction of change is captured by b(t). Surprisingly, the 
quantities v2 and b(t) that describe this shift from some 
activities to others turn out to be closely related to the 
complexity metrics known as the PCI and ECI. 

The PCI and ECI. The PCI and the ECI were proposed 
by Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009)20 , and can be computed 
with an eigenvector computation as noted by Caldarelli 
et al. (2012)28,29. To briefly summarize the calculation of 
these indices, let nc be the number of countries and np the 
number of products. Furthermore, let R be the nc × np 
matrix R of RCAs, and let M be a binarized version of 
this matrix, with elements Mcp = 1 wherever Rcp 1a  
and 0 otherwise. M may be viewed as an adjacency 
matrix for a bipartite network connecting countries to 
products that they export at a significant ability level. 
Following Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009)20 , we define 
a row sum of M as a country’s export diversity, dc a
p Mcp. Similarly, we define a column sum of M as a

product’s ubiquity, up a c Mcp. 
Let D and U be the diagonal matrices formed from 

countries’ diversities and products’ ubiquities, respec
tively. One may multiply D−1M and U−1MT , in dif
ferent orders, to define two square matrices that elim
inate either the country nodes or the product nodes 
from the bipartite network. Multiplying these matri
ces in one order collapses the country dimension, lead
ing to the np × np row-normalized stochastic matrix 
P a U−1(MT D−1M). The second right-eigenvector of 
P then defines the (unstandardized) PCIs. Similarly, 
collapsing the product dimension leads to the n  c × nc 
row-normalized stochastic matrix C  a D−1(MU−1MT ). 
The second right-eigenvector of C then defines the (un
standardized) ECIs. Often, the PCIs and ECIs are stan
dardized to have zero mean and unit variance across 
products or countries27 . However, we discuss the un
standardized vectors, and indeed our theory implies that 
standardizing removes information, a point revisited in 
the Supplementary Information. 

-
-
-

-
-

-
-

-

Relationship to the PCI and ECI. To see that ele
ments of v2 are related to PCIs, note that the structure 
of any eigenvector of our network of activities depends 
on how we construct this network, and in particular on 
how we define proximity between activities. A variety of 
measures of proximity have been used, and this creates 
ambiguity about the nature of the eigenvectors. However, 
it turns out that the structure of the second eigenvector is 
not sensitive to the particular way proximity is measured. 

-

a
a
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FIG. 3. The b coordinate (ECI*) versus ECI for 249 countries 
and regions and 57 years computed from Comtrade data36 . 

In fact, for one specific choice of the proximity matrix, 
the vector v2 and the vector of PCIs (PCI) are identical. 
This occurs when the proximities are taken to be 

XMcpMcp' 
aP a . (10)'pp Dc c 

In this case, it is straightforward to show (Supplementary 
Information) that v2 and PCI are second eigenvectors 
satisfying the same eigenvector equation, and are there
fore identical up to an arbitrary proportionality constant. 

-

However, the resemblance of v2 with PCI is not a 
quirk of this special choice of proximity matrix. In gen
eral, other proximity measures resemble aP and their 
second eigenvectors strongly resemble one another and 
PCI (Supplementary Information). For example, sup
pose the network of our dynamical model is described 
using the aM matrix noted in the Background (a mea
sure of proximity used to define the Product Space15). 
The resemblance between aM and aP is strong, and the 
elements of the eigenvector v2 of the resulting Lapla
cian matrix La are highly correlated to those of PCI, 
with a Pearson correlation 0.947 and a Spearman rank 
correlation 0.950. To draw a distinction between the con
ventional PCI vector and the second eigenvector of the 
dynamical model, we call the latter PCI*: a PCI* v2. 
(I.e. we tie the definition of PCI* to the proximity ma
trix a used by the dynamical model.) In general these 
vectors are strongly correlated, and in the special case 
a = aP they are identical, PCI* = PCI. 

-

-

-

-

-

-

The coordinate b(t) pinpoints where a country lies on 
the axis of economic change described by PCI* . The 
dynamical model invites us to see this coordinate as 
capturing a direction of activity changes. However, this 
coordinate is also closely related to the complexity metric 
known as the Economic Complexity Index. This suggests 
that we can define an ECI-like quantity in our framework: 
ECI*(t) a b(t) . To see that this coordinate is in fact 
closely related to the ECI, note that a country’s ECI can 

be computed45,46 as the average PCI of the products in 
which the country has an RCA greater than 1: 

( )) Mcp
ECIc = ( PCIp. (11)

p p M' cp'

The ECI* can be computed by observing that b(t) = 
c2(t)/c1(t), and then using Eq. (6) to obtain the eigen-
expansion coeÿcients c2 and c1. The resulting calculation 
is done in the Supplementary Information and leads to 

( )) R
ECI* cpap

c = ( PCI*

p p R' cp'a
p. (12)

p'

Thus, the ECI and b(t) are simply different averages of 
PCIs or PCI*s. The conventional ECI gives equal weight 
to activities in which the country has an RCA greater 
than 1, and zero weight to other activities. The ECI* 
weights activities by their RCA, adjusted by the elements 
of the first left eigenvector a = w1. Not surprisingly, 
these averages are strongly correlated for any proximity 
matrices we consider (see Supplementary Information). 

Notably, while the PCI* and PCI coincide in one 
special case (a = aP ), the same is never true of the 
ECI* and ECI. Differences between these quantities will 
always remain because of the different weighting schemes. 
In the closest approach (i.e. a = aP ), the Pearson 
correlation between the ECI* and the ECI is 0.919, and 
the Spearman rank correlation is 0.902 (Fig. 3). As 
a comparison, when a = aM , we observe a Pearson 
correlation of 0.835 and Spearman rank correlation of 
0.846. In the Supplementary Information, we discuss 
why the weights used to calculate ECI* may have certain 
desirable properties. 

We thus arrived at quantities, PCI* and ECI*, that 
closely resemble the PCI and ECI. Yet the mathematical 
route we took leads to important differences in how we 
should interpret the PCI* and ECI*. The conventional 
PCI and ECI are defined in mathematically symmet
ric terms, and are interpreted symmetrically (e.g. as 
complexity measures 20, or as abstract scores that clus
ter products or countries by their similarity45). But we 
would view the doppelgängers of these quantities – the 
PCI* and ECI* – in very different terms. First, the 
PCI* and ECI* differ fundamentally from one another: 
The PCI*s, collectively, define a pattern or axis of eco
nomic change in the vector space of activities, while the 
ECI*s individually convey where different countries lie 
on this axis. 

-

-

-

Second, the PCI* and ECI* are not simultaneously 
determined, i.e. by a system of coupled equations20,21,26. 
Instead, they arise from math with a clear sequence (Fig. 
4a-c): There is a diversification process that is shaped 
by the relatedness network given by a, from which one 
eigenvector corresponds to PCI* , onto which a given 
region’s coordinate projection ECI* can be computed. 

Third, correspondingly, the relevance of PCI* and 
ECI* is not tied to considerations of how to infer com
plexity from data, but to how aptly the vector of PCI*s 

-
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a
v2

(PCI*)

region 1

region 2

b1(t)
(ECI* 1)

v2
(PCI*)

b2(t)
(ECI* 2)

FIG. 4. The order in which key quantities are computed in our framework. a A relatedness network is first defined, on which 
various patterns of transitions can be described, such as b the compositional mode of change described by the elements of v2 
(PCI*). Negative values (blue) correspond to economic activities that are vacated in relative terms, while positive values (red) 
correspond to activities are reached. c Finally, a region’s coordinate projection onto this mode determines its value of b (ECI*). 

describes a long-lived direction of change on the network. 
Thus, even though the closest approach to the conven
tional metrics occurs when a is taken to be aP , there 
is no inherent requirement to assume this. Proximities 
between activities can be measured with a range of ex
isting or new measures, and could be selected based on 
the quality of forecasts of future transitions in activities. 
Improving their predictions then improves the estimates 
of the PCI* and ECI*, offering a path for refinement. 

-

-

Dimensionality reduction. Recent works have ap
proached economic complexity analysis through the 
framework of dimensionality reduction. Mealy et al. 
(2019)45 point out that the conventional ECI can be seen 
as a dimensionality-reduction tool, being equivalent to a 
spectral clustering algorithm that orders regions along 
an axis that scores the similarity in their baskets of ac
tivities. Sciarra et al. (2020)26 put forward a complexity 
index that reduces the dimensionality of economic activ
ity data in a different way, combining information from 
two eigenvectors of a country similarity graph. Brum
mitt et al. (2020)19 apply machine learning methods to 
historical export data to extract dimensions that char
acterize variation in export baskets across countries and 
time, finding axes that strongly correlate with the PCIs. 
While we have emphasized the dynamical meaning of v2 

(PCI*) and b(t) (ECI*), one could also think about these 
quantities in a dimensionality-reduction framework. 

-

-

-

-

-

First, the outcome of eigenmode decomposition resem
bles dimensionality-reduction techniques in that it returns 
axes (the eigenvectors va) in which one can describe high-
dimensional data (the matrix of activity baskets R(t)), 
along with the coordinate projections of each data point 
onto these axes (the coeÿcients ca(t)). Differences arise 
in how directions in the vector space are determined and 
interpreted, as dimensionality-reduction techniques often 
aim to identify directions that capture high amounts of 
variation in data, while eigenmodes characterize coherent 
patterns in dynamics. 

-

In fact, an eigenmode decomposition not only gener
ates a representation of data in a low-dimensional vector 
space, but shows that the model predicts that countries’ 

-

activity baskets will actually converge to such a subspace 
(i.e. corresponding to the directions with the largest time 
scales). Differences between countries shrink first among 
quickly-decaying dimensions, leaving activity baskets scat
tered primarily along slowly-decaying ones, a well-known 
outcome of the interaction of structure and dynamics in 
networks47,48. (See also Supplementary Information.) 

-

The ECI, country Fitness, Production Ability, 
and GENEPY. Finally, we expand our scope, and con
sider how the structural change coordinates A and b 
compare with complexity metrics more generally. We 
find that existing complexity metrics each have an approx
imate correspondence to one or both of these two coordi
nates. We have already made clear such a correspondence 
between the ECI and the b coordinate. Another complex
ity metric, country Fitness21 , is highly correlated with the 
A coordinate (Pearson correlation 0.74, Spearman rank 
correlation 0.87). A third metric, Production Ability25 , 
is also highly correlated with the A coordinate (Pearson 
correlation 0.90, Spearman correlation 0.91). Finally, a 
metric called GENEPY, recently proposed by Sciarra et 
al.26 , is connected to both coordinates. GENEPY is a 
hybrid metric that combines information from two com-
ponent measures Xc,1 and Xc,2. By design, Xc,1 is closely 
related to Fitness and Xc,2 is closely related to the ECI, 
so that under certain conditions Xc,1dc corresponds to
Fitness and Xc,2/

p
dc corresponds to the ECI, where dc

is country c’s diversity26 . Similarly, Xc,1dc and Xc,2/
p
dc 

are empirically strongly correlated with the A and b coor
dinates respectively (Pearson correlations 0.77 and 0.77, 
Spearman correlations 0.89 and 0.81, respectively). (See 
also Supplementary Information for further discussion.) 

-

-
-

-

-

Fig. 5 shows that complexity metrics and related mea
sures fall into two groups that correlate strongly with 
the two coordinates expected by our theory. One is a 
group of diversity-like quantities, which include diversity 
dc itself, the A coordinate of our theory, country Fitness, 
Production Ability, and the quantity Xc,1dc. The other 
is a group of quantities that reflect compositional aspects 
of an economy’s activity mix, which include the ECI, the
b coordinate of our theory (ECI*), and X2,c/

p
dc. The 

-
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GENEPY metric, which combines information associ
ated with both groups, does not fall clearly in either one. 
Through the analytical lens of this paper, complexity 
metrics emphasize different aspects of the same develop
ment process, related either to changes in the diversity 
of economic activities, or to changes in their composition. 
Yet as Fig. 2 illustrated, and both classic and recent 
literature supports18,19,42,43, in practice both types of 
changes are important characteristics of the process of 
development. 

-

-

III. DISCUSSION 

We offer two broad ways to view the results here. In 
general, our theory represents a mathematical framework 
that bridges short-term and long-term descriptions of 
structural change. The Principle of Relatedness and its 
empirical implementations describe structural change on 
short, year-to-year time scales, and across fine-grained 
sectors of activities. In contrast, classic observations of 
structural change42,43 emphasize the slow transition of 
economies over decades across broad economic sectors, 
as well as changes in an economy’s diversity18 . As one 
would hope, a dynamical framework based on short-term, 
sectorally-disaggregated observations is consistent with 
and bridges into classic observations of long-term change. 

We can also relate the results here to recent work in the 
field of economic complexity. Our theory connects two 
hitherto unconnected branches of this field – studies of 
relatedness, and complexity metrics – in one framework. 
Essentially, these branches refer to short- and long-term 

Diversity-like

ECI
Composition-like
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FIG. 5. Spearman rank correlations among our A and b 
(ECI*) coordinates, several proposed measures of complexity 
(ECI, Fitness, Production Ability, and GENEPY), and related 
quantities. The coordinate A is the average ability coordinate 
used throughout the text defined using the proximity matrix 
aP , while AM and AC refer to the same coordinate obtained 

 from using two alternative proximity matrices aM (Eq. (S43)) 
and aC (Eq. (S44)). Similarly ECI* is the b coordinate used 

  throughout the text and ECI*M and ECI*C are the same 
coordinate using aM or aC . X1 and X2 are the first and 
second components of the GENEPY metric. All quantities 
were computed for year 2016 using UN Comtrade data36 . 

consequences of the same assumptions about economic de
velopment. The long-term compositional mode of change 
in our theory is closely related to the complexity met
rics PCI and ECI. This is surprising, as these metrics 
have been motivated for reasons conceptually removed 
from those we leverage here. Had these metrics not been 
proposed as ways to infer complexity, very similar met
rics could have been motivated from empirical work on 
the Principle of Relatedness using a standard eigenmode 
decomposition, as coordinates describing a particular 
pattern of economic transformation.2 Our results also 
highlight that different complexity metrics in general em
phasize different aspects of the same development process. 
In this way, our emphasis contrasts with the bulk of dis
cussions of complexity metrics, which have focused on the 
ability of these metrics to infer ‘complexity’20–26 . Our 
results do not directly support nor contradict the inter
pretation of complexity metrics as inference methods. On 
the other hand, they do give these indices novel motiva
tion and support their empirical relevance. Furthermore, 
we can also exploit the novel conceptual foundations of 
our approach to suggest new ways of using such met
rics to quantify structural change. These extensions are 
discussed in the Supplementary Information. 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Many questions remain about the factors that drive or 
inhibit the development of economies. We explored our 
results in the setting of country exports, but similar anal
yses could be carried out in networks of occupations49 , 
industry output50,51, or even in networks of related 
locations16 , where the roles of locations and activities 
would be reversed by projecting the bipartite network 
of locations and activities onto location nodes instead of 
activities. We suggest a framework like the one here can 
be a step toward improved theoretical models that are 
closely tied with empirical metrics, shedding light on the 
determinants of growth and development. 

-

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Description of data We use cleaned UN Comtrade 
data36 publicly available at Harvard Dataverse52 . Trade 
data are reported twice: once as exports by the exporting 
country and once as imports by the importing country. 
The data cleaning corrects trade flows to increase the 
consistency between importer and exporter records of the 
same flow, and further corrects reported values using an 
index of reliability based on the consistency of reported 
values over time. The data provides total export volumes 
of products for 249 regions over the period 1962 - 2018 
(11,544 export baskets observed across all regions and 

2 Relatedly, a feature of the ECI that has been highlighted since 
its introduction is its ability to forecast economic growth. A 
possibility raised by our theory is that the ECI acquires some 
of this forecasting capacity through its ability to describe a 
common long-term pattern of activity change induced by the 
network structure of relatedness. 
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years). We analyze these data at the 3-digit SITC product 
level (235 exported products). 

Calculation of relatedness network To obtain our re
sults in Fig. 2 we first compute the matrix of relatedness 
between products as aP = MT D−1M (Eq. (10)). We fix 
a in the initial year of our data (1962) in accordance with 
the idea, inherent in the PoR, that economies diversify 
across a fixed (or at least slow-moving) space of related 
activities. From a we compute the row-normalized ver
sion of this matrix ~ app ' = app' /  

p'' app'' as described in 

the text, whose right (va) and left (wa) eigenvectors are 
the basis for the remainder of the analysis. We normalize 
these eigenvectors with a weighted L2-norm described in 
Supplementary Information, though this choice of norm 
is just a convention and is not consequential, as different 
choices will simply rescale elements of va or wa and thus 
rescale the coordinates projected onto the eigenvectors. 

-

-

Calculation of R, A coordinate, and b coordinate 
For each country c, product p, and year we computed 
the Balassa index of revealed comparative advantage 
(RCA) Rcp = (Xcp/ p'    Xcp')/( c' Xc'p/ c

'p')',p' Xc 

where Xcp is the value of c’s exports in product p. RCAs 
are heavy tailed and are commonly transformed to weaken 
the effect of extreme values. Here, we transform them 
using the function g(R) = a log(1+R/R0). The constant 
a = [log(1 + 1/R0)]−1 is included for convenience so that 

an RCA of 1 is mapped to 1 on the transformed scale. 
This function behaves linearly for small values of R and 
logarithmically for large values, and thus achieves the 
goal of weakening the e ffect of very large RCAs while 
also handling RCAs that are identically zero (i.e. the 
many instances where a country has no exports of a 
product). The parameter R0 (which sets the transition 
between the linear and logarithmic regimes) is tuned to 
maximize the amount of variance in export baskets that 
the b coordinate explains across time and countries. See 
the Supplementary Information for a detailed discussion. 
Our results can be reproduced using our obtained value 
R0 = 0.115. We then calculate for each country c and 
time t the RCA vector Rc(t) on this transformed scale 
and use these vectors to compute the A and b coordinates. 
The A coordinate for country c and time t is computed 
as Ac(t) = aT Rc(t), where a = w1 is the first left 
eigenvector. The b coordinate is computed as bc(t) = 
wT T

2 Rc(t)/w1 Rc(t), which is equivalent to Eq. (12), as 
noted in the main text. 
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S1 Supplementary theoretical results and discussion 

S1.1 Principle of Relatedness as a dynamical model 
For convenience, this section and the next review the model of the main text and its eigenmode decomposition. 
Following models in the literature, we suppose that diversification to new activities can be described as a 
process of spreading on a network of activities. A region’s levels of ability in different activities are given by 
the elements of a vector R(t), which evolve as 

a
1

Ṙ(t) = (t)R(t) − LaR(t), (S1)
a 

where  is an arbitrary growth rate, La is a graph Laplacian, and a is a time scale. The terms in Eq. (S1) 
capture two kinds of changes: A region’s abilities can generally rise or fall as a whole, and they can shift to 
weight activities differently, changing which ones receive the most emphasis. 

The Laplacian La captures the structure of the network on which this spreading process occurs. P We let 
La = I ã− , where ã is a proximity matrix with rows normalized to sum to 1, i.e. ˜ app' = app' / p a'' pp'' . 
With this assumption, in index form, a discrete-time approximation of Eq. (S1) reads 

 
Rp(t+at)−Rp(t) 1 

~ ˜~r(t)Rp(t) +  app'Rp'(t) (
a t

p

−Rp t) . (S2)
t '

In this form our dynamical model can be more easily compared with regression setups that implement the 
PoR in the literature. Ability in activity p changes between periods t and t P+ at in a way that depends on 
ability in nearby products. When the average ability in activities around ˜ p ( app' Rp' 

p (t))'  exceeds that in
p itself (Rp(t)), ability in p rises. Abilities can also rise or fall as a whole, and this is captured by the term 
a(t)Rp(t). 

Integrating Eq. (S1) over time leads to 

R(t) = A(t)P (t)R(0), (S3) 

where the dynamics captured by the two terms in Eq. (S1) are now captured by the scalar pre-factor A(t)

and the matrix P (t). The prefactor 
R

a 
 

A(t) 
t 

e a(s) ds
0 

 is a shift factor that captures the accumulated growth 
in overall ability up to time t, scaling the elements of R up or down as a whole. The matrix P (t) = e −La(t/t) 

is a stochastic matrix that transforms R, changing the relative emphasis on different activities over time. 
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S1.2 Eigenmode decomposition of model 
Let va be the ath right eigenvector of La and let ka be its eigenvalue. Ordering eigenvalues from least to 
greatest, the first right eigenvector has k1 = 0 and is a uniform vector of real positive numbers. It can be 
taken to be a vectors of 1s, v1 = 1. Higher-order eigenvectors (v2 and up) have ka > 0, and contain a mix of 
elements with positive and negative real parts. Some eigenvectors may contain imaginary parts, but this 
poses no special difficulties; see Section S1.3.1. 

The right eigenvectors of La form a basis for the vector space of ability vectors R(t), and as a result, one 
can write any such vector as a linear combination of the eigenvectors: 


R(t) = ca(t)va. (S4)

a

Letting wa be the ath left eigenvector La, the coefficients ca(t) above may be computed by exploiting the 
biorthogonality of La’s left and right eigenvectors, w†a vv = aav :

† ca(t) = w R(t). (S5)a 

Proceeding with the usual steps of eigendecomposition, we decompose R(t) to separate different modes 
of change in R(t) according to their time scales. Plugging Eq. (S4) into Eq. (S3) gives R(t) = 
A(t) c kat/t

a a(0)e − va. The first term contains the first eigenvector v1 = 1 and corresponds to the
fixed point of the simpler model R(t) = P (t)R(0) (i.e. the model with the factor A(t) fixed at 1). Separating 
the first term from other terms of the sum we have 

 


R(t) = A(t)c1(0)1 + ca(0)e
−t/tava

 , (S6)
a>2

where we defined aa a/kaa . 
Eq. (S6) describes the following behavior. First, neglecting the effect of the shift factor A(t), the activity 

basket of a region eventually converges to a uniform vector c1(0)1. In this state, the region has equal ability 
in all products. On its way to this state, the basket shows higher ability in some products and lower ability 
in others. Each eigenvector va describes a different pattern of deviations from uniformity, each decaying with 
time at the rate set by aa, the characteristic time scale of the ath eigenmode. If the pre-factor A(t) were 
fixed and equal to 1, then a region would be destined to have ability c1(0) in every product. However, letting 
A(t) change over time, the final level of ability in products can be arbitrarily high or low. 

We now focus on the first two eigenvectors of the expansion. Absorbing the coefficient c1(0) into A(t), 
and defining the coefficient b  (t) a c −t/t2

2(0)e , the longest-lived dynamics of R(t) are described by the two 
leading terms of the eigenexpansion: 

R(t) = A(t)1 + A(t)b(t)v2 + · · · . (S7) 

The coefficients A(t) and b(t) each have different effects. A shift in A(t) corresponds to a region realizing 
a level change in its abilities across activities. A shift in b(t) corresponds to a compositional shift. Some 
activities rise in ability and others fall, as determined by the signs and magnitudes of entries in v2. Together, 
these coordinates situate the activity basket R(t) in a 2D space. 

The two terms of Eq. (S7) are further discussed in Sections S1.4 and S1.6. Section S1.4 shows how the 
A(t) coordinate is related to an average of the elements of R(t). Section S1.6 shows how the b(t) coordinate 
is related to the ECI. 
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S1.3 Additional discussion of the eigenvectors of La 

Here we provide additional discussion of the left and right eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix La. The first 
section reviews how complex eigenvectors could be handled by summing them in pairs. The second section 
derives an important relationship between the left and right eigenvectors. We later exploit this relationship 
to show that the ECI* closely resembles the conventional ECI in functional form. The third section describes 
our convention for normalizing the left and right eigenvectors. 

S1.3.1 Cancellation of imaginary components in complex conjugate pairs 

The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the graph Laplacian La in general are complex, but this poses no special 
difficulties in interpreting the eigenmodes described by the vectors va because all eigenvectors with imaginary 
elements occur in complex conjugate pairs. In practice, neither of the two eigenvectors that we focus on 
here contained imaginary components, but for completeness, we discuss how such cases could be handled. 
As noted in Eq. (S5), the projection of region c onto the ath eigenmode is given by ca(t) = w†a R(t). If the
elements of wa = aa + iba contain imaginary parts, then it has a paired eigenvector w − a ' = w * a = aa iba.
Wherever this is the case we may combine the eigenvectors and consider the coefficients in pairs, i.e. 

� �† † † † ca(t) + ca' (t) = w R(t) + w a' R(t) = w + (w )* R(t) (S8)a a a 

for which the summed vector w a
†+(w a 

† )* (and therefore the combined projection onto both modes, ca(t)+ca' (t))
is manifestly real. 

S1.3.2 Relationship between left and right eigenvectors 

Here we derive a relationship between the left and right eigenvectors of La, Eq. (S9). We will use this 
relationship later to derive an expression for the ECI*, Eq. (S32). 

First, note that −La = I ã and ã share the same eigenvectors. The matrix ˜ a = D−1a with D = Diag(a1) 
is a row-normalized stochastic matrix, and so its principal right eigenvector may be taken to be a vector of 
1s, v1 = 1. Its principal left eigenvector can be understood as a vector of stationary probabilities a for the 
Markov chain described by ã , w1 = a. 

Define a = Diag(a). If a is symmetric, then the left and right eigenvectors of ã are related by 

aava = wa (S9) 

where aa is a constant that depends on the normalization of the eigenvectors. 

ã satisfy ãva = aavaProof: By definition the right eigenvectors of , which can be rearranged as 

(D−1/2aD−1/2)(D1/2 va) = aa(D1/2 va). 

a The vector D1/2va is thus a right eigenvector of the symmetric matrix ˜Q D−1/2aD−1/2 = D1/2aD−1/2 . 

Similarly, the left eigenvectors of ã satisfy w† ˜ 
aa = aawa

†
 
 , which can rearranged as

† † D−1/2)(w D−1/2)(D−1/2aD−1/2) = aa(wa a ,

showing that D−1/2wa is a left eigenvector of the same matrix Q. Finally, since Q is symmetric, any right 
eigenvector is also a left eigenvector, and thus 

aD1/2 D−1/2 va = wa a

for some constant aa. We therefore have Dva = aawa. In particular, the first left and right eigenvectors of ˜ a
are v a 1 1 and w1 a a, and so we have D1 a a . Since D is diagonal, in index form this reads Dpp a ap, i.e. 
D is a matrix that is proportional to a, giving us Eq. (S9). 
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S1.3.3 Normalization of eigenvectors 

Here we describe our convention for normalizing left and right eigenvectors. This convention helps set the 
numerical scale of the ECI* (and in principle other coordinate projections). 

Left and right eigenvectors are in general biorthogonal, obeying WT V = a for some diagonal matrix a, 
and it simplifies many calculations to require that a = I, so that left and right eigenvectors obey 

w+ 
νva = aνa. (S10) 

This condition does not determine a normalization for the wa and va eigenvectors, since these can be rescaled 
as v aa cva and w aa 

1 wac while still preserving Eq. (S10). However, we can pin down a normalization for 
the eigenvectors by requiring that they also satisfy Eq. (S9) with proportionality constant a = 1. 

A natural way to accomplish this is to normalize left eigenvectors such that the weighted 2-norm 
√ 

||w|| = wTa−1w (S11) 

is 1 for each left eigenvector, and to normalize right eigenvectors such that the weighted 2-norm 

||v 
√ 

|| = vTav (S12) 

is 1 for each right eigenvector. Then the orthogonality condition Eq. (S10) is satisfied and so is (S9) with 
a = 1. This approach has the nice side effect that the first right eigenvector v1 = 1 is a vector of 1s, and the 
elements of the first right eigenvector w1 = a sum to 1.1 

1We also note in passing that Eqs. (S11) and (S12) are dual norms. If ||v|| is a norm for vector v, the dual norm of w 
is the least upper bound of wT v for all v such that ||v|| < 1. To see that these are dual norms, recall the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality |aT b| < ||a||2||b||2. Making the replacements a = a−1/2w and b = a1/2v lets us write this in terms of the norms 
Eqs. (S11)-(S12): 

|wT v| < ||a−1/2 w||2 ||a1/2 v||2 = 
√ 
wT a−1w 

√ 
vT av = ||w|| ||v||. (S13) 

As |wT v| reaches its largest value when ||v|| = 1, the least upper bound of |wT v| is wT a−1w 
√ 

, Eq. (S11).
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S1.4 The A coordinate 
In this section we focus on the first term in Eq. (S7). We show that the A(t) factor in Eqs. (S3) or (S6) 
can be understood as a weighted average of elements of R(t). To see why, first consider the simpler model 
R(t) = P (t)R(0) in which A(t) is fixed at 1. Left-multiplying this model by the first left eigenvector w1 = a, 
and exploiting the fact that a is the stationary state of the matrix P (t) = e−La(t/t) , we see that 

R̄(t) = aT R(t) = aT R(0) = R̄(0). (S14) 

The left and right sides are weighted averages of elements of R with weights given by the elements of a. 
This calculation shows that this particular weighted average is unaffected by the multiplication of R(0) by 
P (t). This is a well-known fact of consensus dynamics models, which R(t) = P (t)R(0) is an instance of: The 
dynamics preserves the average R̄(0) = aT R(0) of the initial condition R(0) (e.g. [1]). 

Next, letting A(t) vary, it is clear that the average of the elements of R can now change over time. 
Left-multiplying Eq. (S3) by a, after rearrangement we have 

A(t) = a
T R(t) 

aTR(0) 
= R̄(t) 

R̄(0) 
. (S15) 

This is the factor by which the average of R has changed from the time 0 to time t. Note that the time t = 0 
is just a reference period in this ratio, with no special significance, and that R̄(0) is merely a reference value. 
Taking this value to be 1, we have simply 

A(t) = aT R(t) = R̄(t). (S16) 

The same result can also be obtained from the eigen-expansion Eq. (S6). Left-multiplying by w1 = a1, and 
exploiting the biorthogonality of left and right eigenvectors, we have aT R(t) = A(t)c (0)aT 

1 1 = A(t)c1(0), 
where aT 1 = 1 because the elements of a sum to 1. The c1(0) coefficient plays a redundant role with A(t), 
and so we set it equal to 1, leaving us with Eq. (S16).
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S1.5 Review of the PCI and ECI 
Here we give an expanded review of the calculations that yield the conventional PCI and ECI. This aids our 
discussion of the PCI* and ECI* in the next section. The material in this section is not novel and is treated 
in [2, 3, 4, 5]. 

Eigenvector definition of PCI and ECI. Let nc be the number of countries and np the number of 
products. Let R be the nc x np matrix R of RCAs, and let M be a binarized version of this matrix, with 
elements Mcp = 1 wherever Rcp > 1 and 0 otherwise. M may be viewed as an adjacency matrix for a bipartite 
network connecting countries to products that they export at a significant ability level. Define the diversity 
of country c’s activity basket as the cth row sum of this matrix, denoted as dc: 

dc =
∑

p 
Mcp. (S17) 

Similarly, define the ubiquity of activity p as the pth column sum, denoted as up: 

up =
∑

c 
Mcp. (S18) 

Let D and U be the diagonal matrices formed from countries’ diversities and products’ ubiquities, respectively. 
One may use the products of D−1 M and U−1 MT , in different orders, to define two square matrices that 
eliminate either the country nodes or the product nodes from the bipartite network. Multiplying these 
matrices in one order collapses the country dimension, leading to the np x np row-normalized stochastic 
matrix 

P = U−1 (MT D−1 M). (S19) 

The second right eigenvector of P defines the unstandardized PCIs, PCI. Similarly, collapsing the product 
dimension leads to the nc ncx row-normalized stochastic matrix 

C = D−1 (MU−1 MT ). (S20) 

The second right eigenvector of C defines the unstandardized ECIs, ECI. Often the PCIs and ECIs are 
standardized to have zero mean and unit variance across products or countries [4], but here we work with the 
unstandardized vectors, and in fact our theory implies that standardizing removes information, as we discuss 
in the main text. 

Alternate expression for the ECI. As observed in Mealy et al. [5], the ECI of a country can also be 
computed as an average of the PCIs for the actvities in which the country has an RCA greater than 1. This 
observation is useful here, because this average formulation of the conventional ECI can be easily compared 
with a similar average formulation of the ECI*, which we derive in the next section. 

To see that the ECI is an average of PCIs, note that P ’s eigenvectors by definition satisfy U−1 (MT D−1 M)ṽa = 
aaṽa where aa is an eigenvalue. Left-multiplying this by D−1 M gives (D−1 MU−1 MT )(D−1 M)ṽa = 
aa(D

−1 M)ṽa, or 

C(D−1 M)ṽa = aa(D
−1 M)ṽa. (S21) 

We see that (D−1 M)ṽa is an eigenvector of C, and in addition, we see that the eigenvalue is aa, i.e. C shares 
the eigenvalues of P. In particular, if C’s second eigenvalue a2 is distinct, then the associated eigenvector 
ECI is unique up to a scalar multiple, and must correspond to the vector D−1 M ṽ2. But the elements of P ’s 
second eigenvector by definition are the PCIs, ṽ2 = PCI, and thus 

ECI = D−1 M PCI, (S22) 

or in index form 

ECIc =
∑

p

(
Mcp∑
p' Mcp'

)
PCIp. (S23)
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S1.6 The PCI* and ECI* 
In this section we focus on the second term in Eq. (S7). We discuss La’s second eigenvector v2, which we 
call PCI*, and how it is related to the conventional PCI vector PCI. We then discuss how the coordinate 
b(t), which we call ECI*, is related to the conventional ECI. This section focuses on theoretical relationships, 
while Section S2.2 examines these relationships empirically. 

The PCI* The second eigenvector of the Laplacian matrix of the dynamical model, v2, is of special interest 
because it captures the pattern of compositional change with the longest time scale. Activities that take an 
especially long time to shift out of have negative elements in this eigenvector, and activities that take an 
especially long time to reach have positive elements. This mode of change represents a shift in emphasis from 
some activities to others, as determined by the signs of elements of the second eigenvector v2, thus giving 
this vector a meaning as a pattern of economic transformation. We now discuss further how the elements of 
v2 are closely related to the complexity metrics known as the Product Complexity Indices. To highlight its 
relation to the PCIs, we refer to this eigenvector as PCI*: 

PCI* = v2. (S24) 

To see that elements of v2 are related to PCIs, note that the eigenvectors of our dynamical model depend 
on how we construct the network of activities, and in particular on how we define proximity between activities. 
Prior work has generated a variety of measures of proximity, each finding empirical support when used to 
forecast transitions in economic activities. It is not clear what proximity measure describes the network 
of transitions best, and our goal here is not to resolve this. Instead, we show that the structure of the 
second eigenvector is not sensitive to this choice, and that across a variety of empirically-supported measures 
of proximity (Fig. S3), the second eigenvectors are quite similar to one another, and to the vector of the 
conventional PCIs. 

In fact, there is a particular choice of proximity matrix for which v2 and the vector of PCIs (PCI) are 
identical up to an irrelevant factor. This happens when the proximities are taken to be 

aP 
pp' =

∑

c 

McpMcp'

Dc 
, (S25) 

or in matrix form aP = MT D−1 M . If the proximities used in the dynamical model are given by a = aP , 
then PCI* and PCI will be the second eigenvectors of the same eigenvector equation. To see this, note 
that PCI* is by definition an eigenvector of ˜La = I − a, and consequently an eigenvector of ã. Finally, 
ã = Diag(a1)−1 a equals the matrix P , whose second eigenvector defines the conventional PCIs: 

ã = Diag(aP 1)−1 aP 

= Diag(MT D−1 M1)−1 MT D−1 M 
= Diag(MT D−1 d)−1 MT D−1 M 
= Diag(MT 1)−1 MT D−1 M 
= Diag(u)−1 MT D−1 M 
= U−1 MT D−1 M 
= P . (S26) 

The close relation between the second eigenvector of our dynamical model, PCI*, and PCI carries over 
beyond this special case. We will show this in Section S2.2, where we demonstrate empirically that the second 
eigenvectors of existing proximity measures resemble one another and PCI. 

The ECI* As noted earlier, the coefficients of the eigen-expansion are obtained by exploiting the biorthog 
onality of the left eigenvectors wa with the right eigenvectors va. This property allows the coefficients of the 
expansion to be computed according to Eq. (S5), 

-

ca(t) = w+ 
aR(t).
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Examining Eq. (S7), the first coefficient satisfies 

A(t) = c1(t) = w+ 
1R(t), (S27) 

and the second coefficient satisfies 

A(t)b(t) = c2(t) = w+ 
2R(t). (S28) 

It follows that the coordinate b(t) is the ratio of these coefficients: 

b(t) = c2(t) 
c1(t) 

= w
+ 
2R(t) 

w+ 
1R(t) 

. (S29) 

This coordinate and the activity basket R(t) vary across countries. Let us now account for this in our 
notation, which will help us to compare the resulting formula for ECI* with the one for the ECI. We subscript 
the b coordinate with c, and now work with the full nc x np matrix of RCAs R = [Rcp]. In index form, the 
b(t) coordinate for country c is then 

bc(t) = [R(t)w2]c 

[R(t)w1]c 

=

∑
p Rcp(t)wp2∑
p Rcp(t)wp1 

. (S30) 

We now exploit three results that we have collected to express the b coordinate in a different form. First, 
in the denominator, we have noted several times that the first left eigenvector is equal to the vector a, i.e. 
wp1 = ap. Second, in the numerator, we use the relationship that we derived earlier between the left and 
right eigenvectors of La, Eq. (S9), and therefore wp2 = a2vp2. These changes give 

bc(t) =
∑

p Rcp(t)apvp2∑
p Rcp(t)ap 

. (S31) 

Finally, we insert the definition of PCI*: PCI* 
p = vp2. The resulting expression has a structure that closely 

resembles that of Eq. (S23): Taking ECI* 
c(t) = bc(t), we have 

ECI* 
c(t) =

∑

p 

Rcp(t)ap∑
p' Rcp'(t)ap'

PCI* 
p. (S32) 

( )

Like the conventional ECI Eq. (S23), the ECI* is an average of PCI*s. The conventional ECI uses uniform 
weights for all of the nonzero elements in the binarized matrix M . The ECI*, in contrast, uses non-uniform 
weights based on the elements of the unbinarized matrix R, and adjusted by the ergodic probabilities a. 

We tie the definition of PCI* and ECI* to the Laplacian La that governs the dynamics in our diversification 
model. This Laplacian could be constructed using different practical measures of proximity, such as aP 

(Eq. (S25)), for example, or aM = min{(MT MU−1 ) , (U−1 MT 
pp' pp' M)pp'}, the proximity matrix introduced 

in Ref. [6] to define the Product Space. These different proximity measures represent different guesses 
about underlying relationships between products, and the propensity for particular product transitions to 
take place. An important point is that proximity measures that yield better predictions of these product 
transitions would, in principle, yield better calculations of PCI* and ECI* that are more informative of 
countries’ development pathways, offering a path of refinement for these measures. 

The case a = aP . As mentioned earlier, the special case a = aP is notable because PCI* coincides with 
PCI. We now discuss reasons why this special case is also interesting for the ECI*. First, we note that in 
this case La’s first left eigenvector w1 = a is proportional to the vector of products’ ubiquities (Eq. (S18)): 

a ∝ u. (S33)
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˜La = I − a To see this, observe that ã and have the same eigenvectors, and that u is a left eigenvector of 
ã = U−1 MT D−1 M (Eq. (S26)) with eigenvalue 1: 

uTP = uT U−1 (MT D−1 M) = 1T MT D−1 M = dT D−1 M = 1T M = uT . (S34) 

Taking a ∝ u, Eq. (S32) can then be written 

ECI* 
c(t) =

∑

p

(
Rcp(t)up∑
p' Rcp'(t)up'

)
PCIp. (S35) 

In this special case, we see that the weights used by the ECI* are ubiquity-adjusted RCAs. These weights 
emerge as a by-product of using the proximity matrix a = aP . They do not represent an intentional choice 
about how different products in the export basket should be weighted. However, such a ubiquity adjustment 
could nevertheless be beneficial from a measurement standpoint, because it puts more weight on products for 
which high RCAs are harder to achieve and therefore more exceptional. For example, many countries in the 
world produce textiles, but only a few produce ostrich eggs. As a result, almost all ostrich egg producers 
have high RCAs in this product, but to achieve a high RCA in textiles a country must outcompete many 
others. In general, achieving high RCAs will be more difficult in ubiquitous than in nonubiquitous products. 
It would therefore be reasonable to regard high values of Rcp as more impressive the more ubiquitous product 
p is. The conventional ECI not only thresholds RCAs in weighting products in a country’s activity basket, 
but also makes no adjustment for how competitive each product’s export market is. In contrast, the ECI* 
uses unthresholded RCAs, and in the special case a = aP , it emphasizes the RCAs in ubiquitous products. 
We do not offer a more general interpretation of the ergodic weights ap that applies outside the special case 
a = aP , but exploring such issues could reveal interesting aspects of measurement in those contexts as well.
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S1.7 Dimensionality reduction 
We can relate the theory here to recent works that study the geography of economic activity and complexity 
metrics through the lens of dimensionality reduction. For instance, Mealy et al. (2019) [5] point out that the 
conventional ECI can be seen as a dimensionality reduction tool, being equivalent to a spectral clustering 
algorithm that orders countries along an axis in a way that tries to preserve the proximities between baskets of 
activities. Similarly, Sciarra et al. (2020) [7] put forward a complexity index that reduces the dimensionality of 
economic activity data by combining information from two eigenvectors of a country-country similarity graph. 
Brummitt et al. (2020) [8], in turn, apply machine learning methods to extract dimensions that characterize 
variation in historical export baskets across countries and time, finding axes that strongly correlate with 
the PCIs. In the works above, dimensionality reduction involves strategies to summarize complex data. 
In contrast, in exploring our dynamical theory, we used the tool of eigenmode decomposition. Eigenmode 
decomposition is not focused on discovering structure in data per se, but on describing a dynamical process. 
Nevertheless, it is well understood that these approaches are related, and here we briefly summarize the 
relationship. 

First, the outcome of eigenmode decomposition is very similar to dimensionality reduction techniques: 
It returns dimensions (the eigenvectors va) in which one can describe high-dimensional data (the matrix 
of activity baskets R(t)), along with the coordinate projections of each data point onto these axes (the 
coefficients ca(t)). The two approaches differ in how directions in the vector space are determined and 
interpreted. Typically, dimensionality reduction techniques aim to identify directions that capture large 
amounts of variation in data, while eigenmodes characterize coherent dynamical patterns. This difference 
is closely related to the distinction between proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) and dynamical mode 
decomposition (DMD) in applications of statistical learning to dynamical systems (e.g. [9]): Whereas POD 
modes optimally reconstruct a data set of snapshots of a system over time, DMD modes identify coherent 
structures in the dynamics. 

The eigenmode decomposition not only generates a representation of data in a vector space, but shows 
that the model predicts that countries’ activity baskets will converge to a lower-dimensional subspace that 
corresponds to the modes with the largest time scales. This is a well-known outcome of the interaction 
of structure and dynamics in networks [10, 1]. Heterogeneity in the time scales of different eigenmodes 
leads countries’ activity baskets to collapse onto a low-dimensional subspace of possible activity baskets 
as differences between countries shrink first among quickly-decaying dimensions, leaving activity baskets 
scattered primarily along slowly-decaying dimensions. A simple example is given in Fig. S1, which depicts 
the phase portrait of the model if we assume that the characteristic time scale of the 2nd eigenmode is four 
times that of the 3rd, t2/t3 = 4. Phase lines show the path of a country that obeys the model, and show that 
variation along the 3rd eigenvector shrinks much more quickly than variation along the 2nd eigenvector. This 
illustrates how the theory here can be viewed through a dimensionality reduction lens, and indeed encourages 
such a perspective.
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Figure S1: Illustration of model’s dynamics. We display the phase portrait in the 2D plane corresponding to 
the 2nd and 3rd eigenmodes in a case where t2/t3 = 4. Different points in the plane correspond to different 
coordinate projections for an activity basket R(t) onto the 2nd and 3rd eigenvectors v2 and v3. We present 
a skewed coordinate system as a reminder that these vectors in general are non-orthogonal, v2 · v3 = 0. The 
four quadrants are labelled by whether the projection onto each eigenvector is positive or negative. Blue lines 
show the paths of a country that obeys the model depending on its starting position. The model has a stable 
fixed point where the projections onto both eigenvectors are zero. Because the speed of convergence is much 
faster along the 3rd eigenvector, however, variation along this direction quickly shrinks, while variation along 
the 2nd eigenvector is sustained for a longer time.

/
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S1.8 Possible extensions to structural change coordinates 
Because our framework assigns different interpretations to the PCI* and ECI* (as a direction of structural 
change, and an economy’s coordinate along this direction, respectively) than usually given to the conventional 
PCI and ECI, our results suggest several new possibilities for using our measures to quantify structural change. 
We briefly comment on these possibilities here. First, note that the conventional product and economic 
complexity indices are typically standardized to have zero mean and unit variance, with the expectation 
that only their ranking is significant. However, our theory assigns meaning to the signs and magnitudes 
of these quantities: Elements of v2 (PCI*) convey which products are vacated or reached, and how large 
these compositional changes are as structural transformation occurs. Our theory therefore suggests that 
standardizing these quantities destroys useful information, and in some contexts should be avoided. Second, 
b(t) (ECI*) also has cardinal meaning since it is a coordinate, and so standardizing ECIs may also destroy 
useful information for the same reason. In fact, the interpretation of the ECI* as a coordinate raises the 
possibility of tracking countries’ movement over time in absolute terms, including the extent to which countries 
are converging towards rich-country activity baskets, something which is not possible with a rank measure. 
Third, by grounding these measures in the dynamics of the development process, improving the description 
of this process (e.g. improving how proximities a are estimated) should in turn feed into improved estimates 
of PCI* and ECI*, creating a path for refinement. Finally, because our coordinates depend on the network 
of products a, our results raise the question of what happens as this network structure changes over time. 
Proximities between economic activities may evolve as the technologies underpinning these activities change, 
and this in turn would shift the principal long-term direction of activity change. The framework here could 
accommodate such shifts in the same way index numbers do in other settings, allowing change in a region’s 
b(t) (ECI*) coordinate to be decomposed into movement along the v2 (PCI*) direction and movement of the 
direction itself. Conceptually, this would represent a way to probe how much the landscape of proximities 
(i.e. technology) is changing, and how much different economies are converging in this landscape.
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S2 Supplementary empirical results 
S2.1 Transformation of RCAs 
RCAs are frequently transformed nonlinearly to mitigate the influence of large values (e.g. [11, 12, 8, 13]). 
We do this here as well, using the function g(R') = log(1+R'/R0). The transformation g(R') behaves linearly 
for small R' and logarithmically for large R', with the parameter R0 setting the transition scale between these 
behaviors. Note that high values of R0 allow large RCAs more expression while low values of R0 suppress 
them (Fig. S2a). A given value of R0 leads to a given activity vector R(t;R0) and normalized activity vector 
r(t;R0) = R(t;R0)/A(t), which has a representation in the eigenvector basis 

r(t;R0) =
∑

a 
ba(t;R0)va = 1 +

∑

a>2 

ba(t;R0)va. (S36) 

We choose R0 to maximize the variance explained across countries and time by the directional vector 
v2 = PCI*, or equivalently, the variance explained by the coordinate b2(t;R0) = b(t) = ECI*(t). Our 
procedure is related to principal component analysis. The difference is that a PCA uncovers a set of 
variance-maximizing directions in data, while here, the directions are given to us beforehand (the eigenvectors 
of the Laplacian La). Otherwise, we still ask how much variance is explained by data along the particular 
direction v2 = PCI* for different values of R0 and, like PCA, select a value that maximizes data variability 
described by this direction. 

Let ri be an observation of a normalized activity basket, and let X = [ri] be the np xN data matrix of 
these observations across countries and years i ∈ 1 . . . N . The eigendecomposition Eq. (S36) corresponds to 
the matrix factorization 

X(R0) = V B(R0), (S37) 

where V is the np x np matrix whose columns are La’s right eigenvectors va and B is the np xN matrix 
whose ith column gives the coordinates of the ith observation in the eigenvector basis. The variances and 
covariances of the data in the directions of each vector in V can be computed as follows. Let Xc = Xa be the 
centered (i.e. de-meaned) data where a = IN − 1 1N1T 

N N is a centering matrix. The data covariance matrix is 

C(R0) = 1 
N 

Xc(R0)Xc(R0)
T 

= 1 
N 

X(R0)aaT X(R0)
T 

= 1 
N 

V B(R0)aaT B(R0)
T V T 

= 1 
N 

V Bc(R0)Bc(R0)
T V T 

= V C̃(R0)V T , (S38) 

C̃ = 1 BcB
T 

N c where Bc = Ba is the matrix of centered data coordinates in the V basis. The matrix is the 
covariance matrix of the data in the coordinate system given by the eigenvectors of the dynamical model.2 

Let W be the npxnp matrix whose columns are La’s left eigenvectors wa. Exploiting the biorthogonality 
of left and right eigenvectors W +V = I, Eq. (S38) can be solved for C̃ (the covariances in the V basis) as 

C̃(R0) = W +C(R0)W. (S39) 

In particular, the variance of activity baskets in the direction v2 = PCI* is 

Var(ECI*;R0) = C̃22(R0) 
= wT 

2 C(R0)w2. (S40) 
2As further comparison with PCA, recall that in PCA the data is expressed in a basis V that diagonalizes the covariance 

matrix. In such a basis ~C would be diagonal. Here, we are expressing the data in a pre-determined basis given by the eigenvectors 
of Lθ, and ~C will have non-zero off-diagonal elements (non-zero covariances in the resulting coordinates).
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Figure S2: a Distribution of transformed RCAs g(R') for different values of R0. Small values of R0 weaken 
the expression of the largest RCAs; large values of R0 do the opposite. (To makes these plots easier to 
interpret, we divide the transformation function g(R') by the constant log (1 + 1/R0) so that a raw RCA 
R' = 1 consistently maps to a transformed RCA R = 1 for all values of R0.) b Ratio of variance described by 
variation in the ECI* (Eq. (S41)) to total data variability. 

The left eigenvectors were normalized with the modified 2-norm Eq. (S11), while principal components 
are typically normalized with a standard 2-norm. To remove the scale effect this creates we factor out the 
standard 2-norm from the left eigenvectors, computing the variance with ŵ2 = w2/||w2||2: 

V ar(ECI*;R0) = ŵT 
2 C(R0)ŵ2. (S41) 

For intuition, we could write V ar(ECI*;R0) in terms of the variances explained by principal components. Let 
Z be the np x np matrix whose columns are principal components. Inserting I = ZZT above leads to

∑
V 

2 
ar(ECI*;R0) = ŵT 

2 za(R0) a2 
a(R0). (S42) 

a 

( )

Thus, the data variance in the direction v2 = PCI* can be written as a weighted sum of the variances of the 
principal components, with each principal component weighted by its projection (ŵT 

2 za(R0)) onto v2 in the 
non-orthogonal basis V . We score the variance that the coordinate b = ECI* explains using the ratio of Eq. 
(S41) to the total data variability

∑
2 

a aa(R0). We calculate this ratio for various values of R0, finding a peak 
near R0 = 0.115 (Fig S2b).
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S2.2 Comparison of PCI*/PCI and ECI*/ECI across proximity measures 
In Section S1.6 we showed how the PCI* and ECI* relate theoretically to the conventional PCI and ECI. In 
this section we compare these quantities empirically, showing that the PCI* is strongly correlated with the 
PCI and the ECI* is strongly correlated with the ECI. 

The PCI* is defined by the second eigenvector v2 of the Laplacian matrix La. As discussed in Section 
S1.6, the eigenvectors of a dynamical model like the one here will depend on how one determines proximity 
between activities. There are several existing measures of proximity that one could use in a dynamical theory, 
each of which would find empirical support. Here, our goal is to show that the general structure of the 
second eigenvector is not particularly sensitive to this choice, and that it generically resembles the vector of 
conventional PCIs across a range of proximity matrices. We will similarly show that the ECI* generically 
resembles the conventional ECI, which is plausible, because the ECI* depends on the PCI*. 

We consider three proximity matrices. The first one (aP ) was introduced in Section S1.6: 

aP 
pp' =

∑

c 

McpMcp'

Dc 
. (S25) 

We also consider the minimum conditional probability-based [6] proximity measure aM that is noted in the 
Background of the main paper: 

aM 
pp' = min{(MT MU−1 )pp' , (U−1 MT M)pp'}. (S43) 

Third, we consider a correlation-based proximity measure [13] aC : 

aC 
pp' = 1 

2 
(1 + ppp'), (S44) 

where ppp' is the Pearson correlation of the RCAs for products p and p' across locations c. 
Fig. S3 compares PCI*s to PCIs and ECI*s to ECIs using these three proximity measures. The first two 

panels show the comparison in the special case a = aP noted earlier. As noted in Section S1.6, when the 
network is constructed using the proximity matrix aP , the PCI* is equal to PCI up to a constant overall 
factor. Fig. S3b is the comparison of ECI* with ECI in this case, and shows the same results as Fig. 2 of the 
main text. Pearson and Spearman correlations are shown for each comparison, all with high values between 
0.83 and 1.
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Figure S3: Comparison of PCI* with PCI and ECI* with ECI for the proximity matrices aP , aM , and aC .
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S2.3 Individual country trajectories 
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Figure S4: Trajectories of selected countries in the A-b phase plane. The labels Region 1, Region 2, and 
Region 3 refer to the same parts of the plane as in Figure 4e of the main paper. Round markers identify the 
end point of each trajectory.
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S2.4 Correlations of coordinates with complexity metrics 
Here we provide additional discussion about the correlations of the A and b coordinates with complexity 
metrics generally. We observe that existing metrics of complexity all have approximate correspondences 
with one or both of these coordinates. The main text and Sections S1.6 and S2.2 discussed the theoretical 
and empirical relationship of the ECI with the b coordinate. Another proposed complexity metric, country 
Fitness [14], is strongly correlated with the A coordinate (Fig. S5). This is not necessarily surprising, as 
Fitness is known to be strongly correlated with diversity [15], and in Fig. 2a of the main text we showed 
that A is also closely associated with diversity. A third metric, Production Ability [16], is also strongly 
correlated with the A coordinate. Finally, a recently introduced hybrid metric known as GENEPY [7] 
contains aspects of both the ECI and country Fitness. GENEPY is computed by first obtaining the two 
eigenvectors with the largest eigenvalues of a country-to-country similarity matrix. Letting Xc,1 and Xc,2 
denote the elements of these( eigenvectors,) and letting a1 and a2 denote the eigenvalues, the GENEPY of 
country c is

∑ 2 
2 

GENEPYc = i aiX
2

∑2 2 
c,i + 2 2 

=1 i=1 aiXc,i. By design, Xc,1 is closely related to Fitness and 
Xc,2 is closely related to the ECI. Sciarra et al. (2020) show that, for example, when the country-country 
proximity matrix is

∑
Ncc' = McpMc'p 

p 2dcdc
'' (kp) 

where
∑

kp
' = c Mcp/kc, then Xc,1dc = Fc, and Xc,2/ dc 

√ 
is strongly 

correlated with ECIc. We find empirically that the Xc,1 and Xc,2 components underlying GENEPY also have 
similar relationships to the A and b coordinates, i.e. Xc,1dc is highly correlated to A, and Xc,2/ dc 

√ 
is highly 

correlated to ECI*. 
We observe that complexity metrics and related variables fall into two groups (Fig. S5), each correlating 

strongly with a coordinate expected by our theory. One is a group of diversity-like quantities, including 
diversity dc itself, country Fitness, Production Ability, the quantity Xc,1dc, and the A coordinate of our 
theory√. The other is a group of ECI composition-like quantities. These include the ECI, the quantity 
Xc,2/ dc, and the b coordinate of our theory (ECI*). The GENEPY metric, which by design combines 
information associated with both groups, does not fall clearly into either one. The existence of these two 
groups emphasizes that, when seen through the analytical lens of this paper, existing complexity metrics 
emphasize different aspects of the same development process: either changes in economic diversity, or a 
particular pattern of compositional shifts in activities. However, as Fig. 2 in the main paper illustrated, both 
aspects are important characteristics of the process of development. 

Sciarra et al. highlight that GENEPY merges information about countries from coordinates on two axes. 
Interestingly, we also arrived at a representation of country development on a 2D plane, using a very different 
starting point for our calculations. GENEPY is motivated by the goal of reconciling different methods for 
inferring complexity from data within a consistent linear algebra and networks framework. In contrast, our 
2D plane arose from our analysis of a dynamical model based on the PoR. We note three differences in the 
resulting planes that define each of our approaches. First, as noted already above, our A and b coordinates 
correspond most closely to Xc,1dc and X

√ 
c,2/ dc rather than Sciarra et al.’s Xc,1 and Xc,2 themselves. Second, 

a fundamental input in the method of Sciarra et al. is a country-country proximity matrix Ncc' . The elements 
of the eigenvectors of this matrix then directly give countries’ coordinates in the plane. In contrast, the 
fundamental input in the framework here is a product-product proximity matrix app' . Our approach comes 
with a two-step process: Eigenvectors derived from a first define directions of movement, and then country 
coordinates are obtained from projections onto these axes. Third, Sciarra et al. interpret their coordinates in 
terms of their relationship to Fitness and the ECI. Here, we exploit the fact that, by analyzing the changes in 
the world economy captured by movement in the directions v1 and v2, we can give economic meaning to the 
coordinates A and b (ECI*) that define our 2D plane, as capturing changes in average ability or shifts in 
activity composition.
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Figure S5: Correlations among our A and b (ECI*) coordinates, several proposed measures of complexity (ECI, 
Fitness, Production Ability, and GENEPY), and related quantities. a Pearson correlations. b Spearman rank 
correlations (identical to Fig. 5 in the main paper). The coordinate A is our average ability coordinate used 
throughout the text, defined using the proximity matrix aP , while AM and AC refer to the same coordinate 
obtained from using the proximity matrices aM (Eq. (S43)) and aC (Eq. (S44)) respectively. Similarly 
ECI* is the b coordinate used throughout the text, while ECI*M and ECI*C are the same coordinate using 
the proximity matrices aM and aC . The quantities X1 and X2 are the first and second components of the 
GENEPY metric. All quantities were computed for the year 2016 using UN Comtrade data.
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